The Rhode Island Courts have a new MULTI-LINGUAL web site. It includes a lot of useful information for court users. Below you'll find links to some of the most helpful pages on the new court site.

**Directory of Court Justices** - Names, Court assignment, and Court Addresses for each judge and magistrate in the Rhode Island State Judicial System.

**Court Information** - Directions to various court complexes and parking information for Providence area courts.

**Court Organizational Chart** - What the Rhode Island Court System looks like.

**Jury Service Handbook** - Helpful information for those asked to serve on juries.

**Adult Criminal Information Database** - Available information from the public files on persons arrested within the State of Rhode Island.

**Appelate Mediation Program** - Mediation is an alternative dispute resolution procedure which seeks to settle disagreements outside of the courtroom by means other than litigation.
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